InDemand Envy

TAKE VRI TO A NEW LEVEL WITH A FULLY IMMERSIVE, FLEXIBLE AND MOBILE LARGE SCREEN EXPERIENCE (SMALL FOOT PRINT, BIG SCREEN VRI)

InDemand Envy (large touchscreen cart) integrates a flexible and large high definition display with mobile convenience for a powerful VRI experience. Easily adjust the height and angle the screen to create a fully immersive patient experience. The pre-assembled medical cart is designed for demanding, high-traffic environments right out of the box. Ideal for American Sign Language (ASL) interpreting.

Full Immersion
Maximum Flexibility
Simple to Use

3-10 ft
FEATURES/BENEFITS

Full Immersion
- 19.5” High-Definition display with crisp, powerful audio creates in-person realism

Built to Thrive in Harsh Environments
- Medical grade cart easily rolls enabling convenient VRI where you need it

Secure
- Built-in locking enclosure
- Weighted base to prevent tipping (Tip test (ISO60601) certified)

Maximum Flexibility
- Adjustable height by 9.5”, horizontally by over 300 degrees
- Screen angle tilts 180 degrees and rotates 360 degrees
- Screen extends 16”

Simple to Use
- Intuitive InDemand App connects in seconds

Easy Setup
- Cart and tablet pre-assembled
- Enter network wireless password and go

Cable Management System
- Organizes and secures cables for hassle-free maneuvering

Device Management
- PC agent management system that remotely manages, monitors and can factory reset device

MEDICAL ENVIRONMENTS FOR INDEMAND ENVY

Emergency Department
Imaging
Hospital Inpatient
Surgery
Roaming
Clinic Outpatient
Physical Rehab
Pediatrics
Behavioral Health
Long-Term Care

PRODUCT MEASUREMENTS

Weight: 67 lbs (approximate)
Width: 21”
Height: 54”
21” weighted base with 5 wheels for maximum stability

RECOMMENDED DISTANCE

3-10 feet from device to patient

WARRANTY

1 year limited warranty
4 year extended warranty available for purchase

ACCESSORIES

Headsets: Ideal cart accessory for noisy environments.
Handsets: Enables private conversations in public spaces.
Speaker Switch: Switch between speaker/microphone and handsets or headsets.
MiFi Device: Access InDemand when a wireless network is not available.
Basket: Store cleaning supplies and other gear with VRI carts.

TECH SPECS

PC: SHUTTLE - 19.5” Touch-Screen (1600x900 LED backlit) - Intel Core i3 - 4 GB Memory; Windows 10 Enterprise

Battery Life -
Conference Time: 2 hours
Idle Time: 2 hours, 35 minutes
Charge Time: 2 hours, 40 minutes

Power Adapter - 100-240V, 1.6A, 50/60 Hz, 65W

Medical Grade Extension Cord - Extends up to 8 feet (2.4 m)

Jabra 410 External Speaker

Wi-Fi network 802.11a (highly recommended)
3Mbps up/down bandwidth required; 5Mbps up/down bandwidth (recommended)
700K to 1 Mbps of network bandwidth per simultaneous user session
No hidden network SSID

SYSTEM/NETWORK REQUIREMENTS
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